
This class is to show how stickers can
be used to make page
embellishments. I can never resist a
sheet of stickers and used to just plop
them onto my layouts wherever there
was a gap! If you keep your offcuts of
paper and choose a pattern and
colours to match the theme of the
stickers you can make some great
page accents. Use your stash of
buttons, fibres, eyelets, mesh and
anything else you can find to dree
them up even more!

Mini-Crop Class
Stickers

Designed by Jane

Instructions
There are no real instructions, all I do
is stick the sticker down to some plain
cardstock or a simple pattern then cut
or tear round it. Stick it down to
another piece of patterned paper (or
two) and see the layered look you can
create. (When I layer paper, I 'gut' the
inside and use it elsewhere.

Once you have your stickers mounted
you can embellish with anything you
have to match and chalk if you wish.

I am going to post examples below of
a set of accents I made using a sheet
of zoo stickers (by PSX) and some old
Paper Pizazz animal prints from my
stash. All of the cardstock is from
scraps left over from other layouts.

This is a title using letters cut from a
sheet of accents (from a paper pizazz

book of animal prints) mounted on squares of
cardstock and torn pieces of patterned paper. The
eyelets are put in last and string tied through. 

This is a border strip made with the stickers,
patterned paper and string with a couple of buttons
and eyelet to embellish. Don't be afraid to cut up
your stickers, the zebra and the tiger have been cut
in half to suit the width of the strip. 

Again, just cardstock torn around the sticker,
mounted on two patterns and then I tore the corner
off and left a gap to show the bottom pattern.
Finally the eyelets were set last and string threaded
through.


